Career Opportunities Tax & Legal Compliance
Accountancy, Tax and Advisory to us is more than laws and figures. As a member of the
world’s fifth largest Accounting, Tax and Advisory organization, you will add to the industry’s
highest level of service to a dynamic and wide-ranging client-base, across virtually all
industries.
In our line of work it is all about people; our clients are with us because of who we are and
what we stand for. Relationships matter, and we have a friendly and inclusive culture built
around our core values of honesty and integrity; empowerment and personal responsibility;
mutual support and respect; and professional and personal client relationships.
BDO-WTS has vacancies for two positions. If you are interested, please call Cari Wolter or
Frank Snijders or send an e-mail at info@bdoaruba.com.

(Senior) Tax Manager
As a tax professional, you know the (inter)national rules of the game, think of opportunities
and challenges and offer out of the box solutions. You know how to build a full trust and
advisory relationship with your client by translating the intricacies of taxes into
understandable advice tailored to the clients’ experience and expectations. Helping your
colleagues develop into a full-fledged and trusted advisors makes you co-responsible for the
success and growth of our tax practice.
We are looking for a person who graduated Tax Law (LL.M.) or Tax Economics (M.Sc.) at a
university with at least 8 years relevant work experience, who can independently manage a
client portfolio while realizing that every client has his/her own problems that make tailormade and practical approaches necessary. Fluency (verbally and in writing) in Dutch and
English is a must; Spanish and Papiamento a plus.

Senior Tax advisor
A senior tax advisor at BDO-WTS is not just a tax advisor. With your broad tax knowledge and
all-round experience, you know how to assist your clients adequately in every tax area. You
know not only tax, but also the goals of the customer, because tax advice is not merely a
technical matter.
We are looking for a person who graduated Tax Law (LL.M.) or Tax Economics (M.Sc.) at a
university, or has completed a federation or supervisory program, with at least 3 years
relevant work experience and an entrepreneurial spirit that wishes to learn and develop.
Fluency (verbally and in writing) in Dutch and English is a must; Spanish and Papiamento a
plus.

Your Tasks & Our Offer
In any of our career opportunities, you will be expected to perform different types of tasks.
These will be discussed with you personally and tailor-made to your skill set and stage of
career, while we offer you the chance to continue developing yourself. Your career and
private life can be combined well at BDO-WTS and we offer you a good salary and an excellent
secondary benefits package.
BDO-WTS is an Aruban limited partnership that forms part of the international BDO network of
independent entities and is a member of BDO International Ltd, a UK company limited by guarantee.

